March 30, 2023
Grad Student Advisory Board – Zoom meeting

Present: Nam, Mika, Dylan, Ivey, Sara, Colin, Sam, Andrew, Simona
Absent: Tara

**PMA DEIO Committee** – Need more math graduate student representation. Committee meetings starting in spring term.

**DEIO Fellowship** – 4 applicants, committee is still deliberating

**Programming**

- PMA Grad Bagel Hour – next on April 5th, moved to 9:30am (possibly move next one to Friday because of classes)
- PMA Grad-Faculty Happy Hour – on April 7th, 4:30pm Bridge Portico
- PMA Grad Happy Hour – next one on April 21st with Sara and Dylan taking the lead

**All Gender Restrooms** – PMA map still in the works

**Conversation with Communications** – vetting transcript, will be reviewed by the Grad SAB before publishing

**Visit Day feedback** – Astro visit schedule was very packed. GWiPMA did not have a lot of time with prospects – possibility of having a panel with GWiPMA and other student affinity groups during the visits.

**Physics Quals** – move to first week of classes?

Question – is there term limits to Grad Option Reps?